Politics in your blood? Okay, so maybe it’s citizenship. Anyway, you might want to see Preparing for the 2020 Election (John Stonestreet and Roberto Rivera in Breakpoint).

Need a chuckle? Read Electrifying (Chuck Strohacker in Shaping the Future).

Movie buffs… 5 Films Christians Will Want to See in 2020 according to Megan Briggs in ChurchLeaders. (Be sure to read about them before you spend your money.)

How are you doing? Read Aging Gracefully (@Challies).

The Three Common Beliefs About Teenagers That Can Derail Your Relationship… Take advantage of a new affiliation between LEA and Spark & Stitch Institute. Details here on this free webinar from Dr. Dave and Erin Walsh.

This week’s “retired” devotion: “Climbing Walls” from 2002.